How to reach Crowne Plaza Hotel from the Athens International Airport “El. Venizelos”

Distance: 31 Km

**By Metro/Underground**

**Travel time:** Approximately 45 minutes
You will board the Metro from the Airport’s Station and get off at Megaro Mousikis.
From this station Crowne Plaza Hotel is 350m away via Dionisiou Eginitou and Michalakopoulou Avenue.

**By Taxi**

**Travel time:** Approximately 30 minutes (depending on traffic)
**Taxi fare:** Cost one way, between 06:00 – 23:00 is 40-45€.
Cost one way, between 23:00 – 06:00 is 50-55€.

**By Bus**

From the airport you can take bus X95.

How to reach the Congress Venue from Crowne Plaza Hotel

The Megaron Athens International Conference Centre is situated at the corner of Vas. Sofias Avenue and Kokkali St.

Crowne Plaza Hotel is located at Michalakopoulou Avenue and is 550m. away (walking distance) from the Congress Venue.

*Kindly note that a hospitality desk will be operating during the congress 15-18 March from 08:00 to 13:00. Please also feel free to contact us at reservations@conferre.gr*


How to reach the Venue from the Athens International Airport “El. Venizelos”

Arriving at Megaron Athens International Conference Centre from Eleftherios Venizelos International Airport

**Distance:** 31 Km
The Concert Hall is situated at the corner of Vas. Sofias Avenue and Kokkali St.

**By Metro/Underground**

**Travel time:** Approximately 46 minutes

You will board the Metro from the Airport’s Station and get off at Megaro Mousikis. From this station the Venue is 160m away, walking along Vasilissis Sofias Avenue.

**By Taxi**

**Travel time:** Approximately 30 minutes (depending on traffic)

**Taxi fare:** Cost one way, between 06:00 – 23:00 is 40-45€.
Cost one way, between 23:00 – 06:00 is 50-55€.

**By Bus**

From the airport you can take bus **X95** which stops right in front of the Concert Hall.